Hikes in the Regional Parks

**JULY**

**Sat July 16, 9:30am-11:30am**  
**Roberts (Redwood Bowl)**  
Enjoy a 3 mile shady, sunny loop, with small ups and downs past redwoods, coyote brush, and more!

**Wed July 27, 9:30am - 1pm**  
**Anothony Chabot (Clyde Woodridge)**  
Hike the Goldenrod trail to Columbine to Cascade with an additional short loop for an almost 6 mile trek. Sorry no restrooms.

**AUGUST**

**Sun Aug 14, 9:30am-11:30am**  
**Sibley (Sibley Main Staging Area)**  
Explore an old volcano and discover how it shaped the surrounding landscape, from Inspiration Point to Moraga. 4-mile, sunny loop.

**Wed Aug 24, 9:30am-12:30pm**  
**Redwood (Canyon Meadow)**  
From Canyon Meadow we will climb the steep Canyon Trail, take the rolling East Ridge Trail to Eucalyptus Trail and return via the shady Stream Trail amongst the redwoods on this almost 5 mile loop. Bring water.

**Sat Aug 27, 9:30am-11:45am**  
**Lake Chabot (Marina)**  
During 3.75 miles of fairly flat walking to the dam and back, we'll discuss history and wildlife of the area.

VARIOUS PARKS: Wake up and walk into nature. Each week we will explore a different park and the natural wonders within. Hikes range from two to five miles. Great for families. See www.ebparks.org/parks for maps and directions. Parking fees apply where charged.

No registration; drop-in. For information, call (510) 544-3187

Scan for Maps and Directions